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In some international investment treaties, committees are established to 
supervise over and administrate the implementation of the treaties, among which 
some are granted the function to promote international investment dispute 
resolution. Such functions were, however overlooked and not fully used for a 
long time being. With the development of international investment dispute 
resolution practice, a series of defects of the invest-state investment arbitration 
regime appeared, which raised relevant introspections. As one of the reactions, 
some specialized investment committees were established in recent international 
investment treaties, whose functions dispute resolution were enhanced. Analysis 
on this trend and considerations on its prospect would provide some insights on 
the general transform of the international investment dispute resolution regime, 
especially for China’s development in this regard. 
The Article elaborates relevant issues on this trend in three chapters. 
The First Chapter introduces the situation of committees in international 
investment treaties and their functions in dispute resolution and further analyzes 
three types of main functions the committees perform in international investment 
dispute resolution, pointing out problems to face in the further development of 
these functions. 
The Second Chapter analyses the manifestation of and the reasons behind 
the trend of the development of committee’s dispute resolution functions in 
international investment treaties. The analysis in this Chapter develops in the 
whole context of the development and transform of international investment 
dispute resolution regime, introduces the trend of specialization of investment 
committees with strengthened dispute resolution functions, proves the 
desirability of the trend in the value it pursues, its effectiveness in function and 














such trend would be a feasible transform for China in international investment 
dispute resolution. 
The Third Chapter discusses further construction of the committees’ 
functions on dispute resolution. Discusses the problems to be faced by each type 
of the committee’s dispute resolution functions in its further development and 
proposes new possibilities and explorations on the development of this mode. 
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中只有 4 个，分别是中国－新西兰 FTA，中国－智利 FTA 补充协定，中韩








外签订的 129 个 BIT 中（截至 2016 年 4 月 1 日），总共有 7 个 BIT 设立了混
合委员会。11在其中 4 个 BIT 中，6 个月的混合委员会调解被作为了将投资
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